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NON-EXISTENCE OF CARTESIAN GROUPS OP ORDER 2pm 
Ivan STUDNICKA, Brno 
By a cartesian group there is meant an algebraic sys-
tem CS i + > • % 0 f4 ) where C S, + , 0 ) is an additive group 
(with a neutral element 0 ) t C5, • ) a multiplicative 
groupoid, further 0*x&x»Q»Q, 4*x**x»4asx hold 
for Vx 6 S and finally the following "planarityV condi-
tions are valid: 
(A) V/t,*,tc s> **<* 3!xa5 X.K,*X'/9 + * , 
(B) Vn,9 A,t %£>, H>*M 3Ji^cS -^-^ar-^'^+t , 
& termed the order of C &9 + , • , 0,4 ) . 
Cartesian groups are just Hall planar ternary rings 
of flag CA, aO -transitive planes provided cu is the im-
proper line and X the improper point of / .^ . -ax i s . Thus the 
existence or non-existence of any prescribed order m, ex-
presses the existence or non-existence flag Co.- , a-)-tran-
sitive planes of order tfl , The purpose of the present no-
te is to give a contribution to the open problem of finding 
all integers m, for which there exists a flag CA, a-)-tran-
sitive plane of order m- . 
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The aim of this note is to prove that there is no car­
tesian group of order 2>fi,
mv
 (>p, odd prime, m% & 4 )• In 
the sequel C S, «f , • ,0,4) will denote a fixed cartesian 
group of finite order m, + 4 . Obviously CS\40|, •,-/) 
is a loop so that 
(1) the multiplication table of it is a Latin square 
of order m, • 
First we affirm that 
(2) for distinct rows C^,... >*,-,,) ^ ^ f 
of this Latin square the in differences X^-ty^, 
are always exactly all the elements of 5\<0f . 
Proof. Suppose that the Latin square mentioned above 
is of the form 
» H>m, ) 
9 &tn ~ 1r/n> 
~A » Гг* 
O u 
a * a X^A > a в a, '2 ^ 2 . * ' " •» 
« - i * * , 
O ł * * 
-Чn.04 в í » в f c » ' ' ' « ^йt-<**».-
where { a/̂  , . . •, a ^ l » S ^ 4 0 J 0 a ^ « ' l . 
Thus the i - th and j - t h rows are 
<&i • o^ , a 4 • a^,. - •, a^ • a ^ ) f 
Ca^ • a 1 , a^ • * 2 , . . • , a^ • a*, > 
and i t suffices to show the.t o^ . O ^ - a ^ • ajg, *£ a,.£ .-a^--
- a - f . a x n f 4 , J f r , l « * 4 , . . . , * t } , <£ 4. ^ , A + i , 
Suppose on the contrary o.-̂ * a ^ - c u j . a^ -^a^ . a^ -a^ . a^ for 
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seme i , $, it*, JL e iA, ...,> m,} 9 i 4* & f k, + £ • P u t t i n g 
— CUJI • cug 4* a^ • ct,jfrm &-A. • <Li,+o.± *<-*% * ^ j»W3 Se"t <&£ ' **<&, -» 
s a ^ Og,+ t , 0£'0<fe.»a£->a£ + t . How (A) impl ies a^ -
«» a u a c o n t r a d i c t i o n , 
t#» > 
Now we s h a l l use the elementary f a c t s : G a group, 
60 i t s commutant -—•*> G/GQ Abelian and (? a group, H 
i t s normal subgroup, 6 / H Abelian »»»> GQ £ It . 
(3) Let (? be a f i n i t e group ( a d d i t i v e ) with cemmu-
t a n t GQ such t ha t Go 9 G<t > • • • 9 Gfi a r e p r e c i s e l y 
a l l elements of G / &0 . I f K^ • ...-»• XA € S ^ fo r some 
•fret 09 A 9 .$•, /to} with K^ > »•• * X/t * ^ then each sum 
of X ^ , . . . ^ X^ independent ly of the order belongs t o 
H • 
In fact, for 4, e 4 A, •. • , /& / there is a fat € 
C*0,4,...,*J such that X-i * 6 ^ . Thus <J^ •... * fi^s <y , 
The required conclusion follows at once because G / GQ 
must be Abelian. 
(4) Let ( £ , + , « , 0,4 } be a finite cartesian group 
of order /n- 4- A 0 Then every sum K^ + • • • «*• K *v wi**-
pairwise distinct summands X^ > ..., K ^ e $\ i 0 ? belongs 
to the commutant of the group ( S, 4- , 0.) . 
Proof. Let (x,^,., , .X^ ) , (^ ,..., ̂ ^ ) be dis-
tinct rows of the Latin square considered in (2). Thus 
first <*i,...,*mf» « 4^,..., /^^l « 5 \ < 0 ^ . Further, 
*>y (2), #4-<y*f 9«", OC^ - n̂ ,*,
 ar* pairwise distinct and 
non zero. Now remark that .jq — lfa +**-*&*+•••+ **i>~"ten," ̂  
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(which belongs to the commutant of additive group conside-
red) for ^ 3 * « 4 , . M , « V ^ « «X,tt so that, by (3),*^-/^ + 
+ X± - 'y-jt + #.. + x.n. - <̂ /n. also belongs to the mentioned 
commutant. The members x,, - 4^ ,..., *„-, - n^^ are non-zero. 
Repeating use of (3) gives the conclusion of (4). 
(5) If G is a group (additive) of even order and X 
its normal subgroup of odd order such that G /H is of 
order 2 » then no sum of all elements of G belongs to 
&0 (commutant of S ). 
Proof* Since 6 /H is Abelian it suffices to show that 
the sum considered does not belong to H » As G/H has 
order 2 (with elements H m HQ * H^ ) > it must be H^ + ]<,,» 
n H0 . Let X^, ... , K%fu be all the elements of G ( 2/v m 
order of J ) denoted in such a manner that ICj .>«•«.) X,*, -
respectively K^,.*-"* Xjm, a r e ali "^e elements of H0 or 
of K.̂  , respectively. Then X^ + ,.# + K^ m H0 , K ^ ^ + ... 
...+Xaft€ N^ because N^ + -N4 -* H Q and because H^ has 
an odd order. 
For the proof of our main result we need still two e-
lementary facts about solvable groups, namely that no sum 
of all elements of any solvable finite group of even order 
belongs to its commutant and that every finite group with 
order <fi*q/* {&*>% Prime»«,/3 integers) is necessari-
ly solvable. The first assertion follows at once because 
every group of odd order 2m% has at least one subgroup 
of order nn and consequently of index 2 • This subgroup 
must be normal and we can apply (5). 
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After t h e s e remarks, a s s e r t i o n (4) g ives t h e non-ex i s­
tence of c a r t e s i a n groups of order 2<fi/m' (/fi» odd prime, 
m 2 4 ) . 
Using t h e Bruck-Ryser theorem we see t h a t for odd <m, 
and 41 s 3 (smacL 4 ) we get noth ing new but the remaining 
cases seem t o give a r e s u l t which i s not yet known. 
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